
Please inform Bird Of Paradise Hotel in advance of your expected arrival time. You can use the Special Requests box when booking, or contact the property directly with the contact details provided in your confirmation. FAQs about Bird Of Paradise Hotel. Does Bird Of Paradise Hotel have a pool? Yes, this hotel has a pool. Find out the details about the pool and other facilities on this page. How much does it cost to stay at Bird Of Paradise Hotel? The prices at Bird Of Paradise Hotel may vary depending on your stay (e.g. dates you select, hotel's policy etc.). See the prices by entering your dates. Katie Macalister. "Hero said decisively to no one in particular, which, considering she was sitting alone on a bench, was good. It's romance, it's fantasy, it's excitement and mystery. Moonlight in the Caribbean..." She gazed out across the velvety croquet playing field, the rich green grass tinted black and silver by the waxing moon. She flexed her bare toes into the lawn, enjoying its coolness against the soles of her feet. It felt so good, she scooted off the bench and sat cross-legged on the ground, the grass tickling her bare legs. Absently plucking a piece of grass, she Bird of Paradise book. Read 88 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. In 2009, when Raquel Cepeda almost lost her estranged father to he...Â Start by marking "Bird of Paradise: How I Became Latina..." as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Bird of Paradise Bungalows is easy to access from the airport. In fact, you can even book your airport transfer in advance for greater peace of mind with the additional charge of 50 KHR. Just use the "Let us know what you need" section of the booking page to let the bungalow know you want a ride, and they will contact you via the Agoda messaging service. A stay at Bird of Paradise Bungalows also comes with easy access to the neighborhoods around the hotel through the convenient shuttle service offered at the bungalow. For those who wish to drive their own cars, Bird of Paradise Bunga